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The Lines is a collection of poems for readers who enjoy themes of obsession, fantasy and isolation. Each poem
combines with the others in the collection to form a story. 

�I woke up watching the lines
as the train pulled out of Heywood Heath.

You had been with me
inside my mind while I slept,

dreaming things
I could never imagine.�

This evocative anthology is about a nameless man who leaves Paris to return to London after breaking up with his
lover. Travelling to Brighton by train each day, the man reflects about the woman he left behind and the life they
once shared. Everything he sees and experiences while he travels the lines reminds him of her. Rain dripping down
a carriage window; the smell of coffee as the porter wheels a trolley down the aisle; tall trees, leafless and grey,
blurring past outside. As the story unfolds, the narrator morphs his own feelings into the imagined emotions of the
people he encounters on his journey. Sometimes his fellow travellers weep the tears he cannot weep; sometimes they
are hiding a secret, sometimes they die in his place. 

�Travelling to work by rail for a year, I started to people watch and imagined a world where I became the people I
saw each day,� says author Eli of the inspiration for his poetry collection.

ELI WILDE lives in North East England with his family. He started writing when he was very young and stopped writing soon
afterwards. He didn�t pick up a pen again until years later, when his pen had something important to say. His previous work includes
two novels � Cruel and Four Days � that have been published by a small indie press in the USA.
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